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Sammanfattning 
Att shoppa online är en ökande trend, men det kan vara väldigt resurskrävande för ett 
företag att både driva en fysisk butik samt en webshop. Mindre företag kanske inte alltid har 
dessa resurser, men om flera mindre företag går ihop och jobbar tillsammans kanske de kan 
samla ihop de resurser som krävs. Ett problem som kan uppstå när det är så många aktörer 
inblandade är hur man ska lösa den logistiska biten; orderhantering, distribution, lager etc. 
Syftet med denna masteruppsats var att identifiera och beskriva de potentiella 
utmaningarna som kan förekomma gällande orderhantering för en nystartad webbshop med 
flertalet mindre företag iblandade samt att upprätta en steg-för-steg guide för hur 
projektägaren kan hantera dessa utmaningar. Forskningen har endast kollat på logistiska 
utmaningar under ett projekts uppstartsfas och inte på några juridiska utmaningar. Det är 
också endast de potentiella utmaningarna med orderhanteringsprocessen av de färdiga 
produkter som har undersökts. 
 
Forskningen utfördes som en fallstudie hos en kommun i norra Sverige och har enbart 
fokuserat på att identifiera de potentiella utmaningarna för små lokala företag i just norra 
Sverige. Datat samlades in från tre djupare (längre) intervjuer och tio kortare intervjuer. 
Intervjuerna var semistrukturerade telefonintervjuer som varade runt 45 respektive 15 
minuter. 
 
Studien lyckades identifiera möjliga utmaningar som exempelvis; avvikande åsikter gällande 
gemensamt lager, konstant förändring av produktsortiment, hur olika produkter bör packas, 
kostnader, hur kundservice bör skötas etc. En steg-för-steg guide upprättades som ett 
förslag för hur en projektägare kan gå tillväga vid uppstarten för att hantera dessa 
utmaningar. Det upprättades även tre förslag för hur fallkommunen skulle kunna sköta 
orderhanteringen för deras webbshop; låta företagen hantera sina egna produkter, 
outsourca orderhanteringen eller att kommunen hanterar produkterna. 
  



Abstract 
Online shopping is an increasing trend, but it is expensive and resource demanding for 
companies to run both a physical store and a webshop. Smaller companies might not have 
these resources, but if multiple smaller companies work together the might be able to 
gather all the resources needed. One problem that could arise with so many participants 
involved is how to solve the logistic fulfillment processes. The purpose of this master’s thesis 
was to, from a project owner’s perspective, identify and describe the potential logistical 
challenges of starting up a joint webshop in northern Sweden for several different local 
companies with different products and to develop a step-by-step guide for how the project 
owner should manage these challenges during the start up. The research has only looked at 
the logistical challenges in the start-up phase and not at any legal challenges. It is also only 
the potential challenges with the order fulfillment process of finished goods that has been 
examined. 
 
The research was conducted as a case study at a municipality in northern Sweden and 
focused only on identifying the potential challenges for small local businesses in just 
northern Sweden. The data was collected from three deeper (longer) interviews and ten 
shorter ones. The interviews where semi-structured telephone interviews that lasted around 
45 and 15 minutes.  
 
The study managed to identify challenges regarding for example; different opinions about a 
joint warehouse, a constantly changing product range, how to package different products, 
costs, how to handle customer service etc. A step-by-step guide was established as a 
suggestion for how a project can proceed with handling these challenges during start up. 
Also, three proposals regarding how to handle the order fulfillment of a joint webshop were 
established for the municipality; letting the companies handle their own products, 
outsourcing and the municipality handling the products. 
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1 Introduction 
This chapter provides an introduction of the background to the research which leads up to the central 
issue of concern and why it is worth studying. It also includes the purpose of the research as well as 
the limitations. 

1.1 Background 
Burns (2007) argues that “the internet was probably the most important innovation affecting 
business at the end of the twentieth century”. As the internet evolved, it opened up the 
opportunity not only for online business-to-business1 (B2B) retailing, but also for online 
business-to-consumer2 (B2C) retailing; online shopping3. Online shopping has grown, and is 
still growing, in popularity partly due to its convenience. It is available at all hours, in your 
home when you are sitting in your couch or at your desk; all you need is a computer with an 
internet connection (Norzieiriani, Azizah, & Ramayah, 2010). Another reason for its 
increasing popularity is the availability of information; consumers can quick and easy 
compare different products prices and availability (Norzieiriani, Azizah, & Ramayah, 2010). 
For businesses, online shopping has opened up a whole new marketplace with a greater 
reach than a physical store has (Norzieiriani, Azizah, & Ramayah, 2010). It also allows smaller 
firms to compete on a global scale without all the costs of opening up stores in every city 
(Burns, 2007). 
 
Increases in online shopping 

Of the respondents to the Nielsen Global Consumer Report on online shopping behavior, 
only 16% stated that they have never shopped online. Looking only at Europe, 79% of the 
consumers stated that they were planning to shop online in the coming six months (The 
Nielsen Company, 2010). Statistics Sweden (SCB) performs a yearly study about the Swedes 
usage of computers and internet. The statistics from SCB shows that 76 % of the men and 72 
% of the women in Sweden did shop online during last year, 2012 (Statistics Sweden, 2013). 
This compared to the year 2009 when only 65 % of the men and 62 % of the women where 
shopping online (Statistics Sweden, 2010) gives an approximately 10 % increase in online 
shopping over only three years. 
 
The costs of having an online shop 

Burns (2007) points out that “the key to successful trading on the internet is a good website”. 
The author also recommends that websites that are to be used for commercial purposes 
should be set up by professionals, instead of being “homemade”. CNET (1999) presented a 
study done by the Gartner Group saying that medium sized firms are spending a total around 
1 million dollars to set up an online shop, this includes both the direct and indirect costs. The 
easiest alternative today is to set up an online shop through yahoo, for example. The costs 
for that are around $30-$400 dollars per month (depending on annual sales) only for the 
online shop (Yahoo!, 2012). Adding to that there are also a lot of hidden costs such as the 
costs for the employee/employees in charge of the online shop, the customer services that 
follows etc (LeClaire, 2002). 
 

                                                           
1
 Business-to-business – purchases and transactions made between businesses 

2
 Business-to-consumer – purchases and transactions made between businesses and the end-user 

3
 Online shopping – purchasing products and/or services over the internet 
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Joint online shops 

Kippenberger (2000) describes different strategies for local firms that are trying to emerge 
on the global market. The author argues that in order for local firms to be able to compete 
on the global market, they need to empower themselves. One of the alternatives that the 
author presents is to form alliances and partnerships. Burns (2007) also describes 
partnerships and the advantages of joining resources, capital and other skills. Buxmann, von 
Ahsen & Díaz (2008) reached the conclusion in their research that a centralized cooperative 
distribution “usually lead to superior results compared with different decentralized 
approaches…” (p. 259-260). Given that online shops are expensive to set up and have 
running, smaller firms can benefit from partnerships and that centralized cooperative 
distribution is favorable over decentralized cooperative distribution, smaller firms should be 
able to benefit from setting up a joint online shop with joint distribution. 
 
The logistical problems with joint online shops 

de Koster (2002) points out the opportunities that the internet has provided for retailers to 
increase market shares and boost sales. The author also points out that “one of the 
challenging questions that retailers are faced with is how to organise the logistic fulfillment 
processes…” (p. 131). Voss, Calantone & Keller (2005) argue that it is difficult to achieve a 
perfect logistics4 fulfillment. There are many failures that could occur that negatively affects 
the fulfillment, such as; late deliveries, the stock runs out and products could get damaged. 
Both de Koster (2002) and Ricker & Kalakota (1999) emphasize the importance of order 
fulfillment. Businessdictionary.com defines order fulfillment as; “sequence of steps involved 
in processing an order to the satisfaction of the customer and making the necessary changes 
in the inventory records. It may also include processing of returns and re-adjustment of the 
records”. De Koster (2002) mentions some of the major disadvatages companies can face 
with their online shop. The disadvantages related to logistics are; untimely deliveries, 
difficulty of handling returns, expensive shipping and handling large volumes. 

1.2 Purpose 
The purpose of this research is to, from a project owner’s5 perspective, identify and describe 
the potential logistical challenges of starting up a joint webshop in northern Sweden for 
several different local companies with different products and to develop a step-by-step 
guide for how the project owner should manage these challenges during the start up. Three 
alternative logistical solutions for such a webshop, with benefits and disadvantages, will also 
be presented. 

1.3 Limitations 
The research will only look at the startup phase of a joint webshop project. It will not look 
into any legal aspects of logistics. It will also not look into any challenges with the logistical 
processes other than those who concerns finished goods that are to be transported from the 
producer6, possibly to a warehouse or retailer, and then to the end customer7, also the 
challenges with reverse logistics between the same parties will also be examined; i.e. only 
parts of the order fulfillment processes will be looked into.   

                                                           
4
 Logistics – the management of the flow of material and resources through an organization. 

5
 Project owner – the organization which owns the project to start up a joint webshop for the small businesses; 

it can be a municipality, a news paper, a bigger company etc. 
6
 Producer – the company that produces the finished goods. 

7
 End customer – also known as the consumer, the person or company that consumes the goods. 
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2 Methodology 
This chapter presents the methodology of the research; research purpose and approach, method 
purpose and approach, research strategy and also the credibility. 
 

A method map (Figure 1) was established to provide a clear overview of the research 
methodology. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Method map 

2.1 Research purpose  
Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill (2009) state that there are three classifications of research 
purposes that are commonly used; exploratory, descriptive or explanatory research. 
However, a research project does not have to have only one purpose, for example it could 
be both descriptive and explanatory at the same time. 
 
When there are gaps of knowledge concerning a specific problem area, an exploratory study 
is conducted. The purpose is to gather as much knowledge as possible in order to fill these 
gaps, which is why several different data collection methods are used (Patel & Davidson, 
2011). Saunders et al. (2009) liken it with the activities of a traveling explorer. 
 
If there already is a certain amount of knowledge available regarding the chosen problem 
area, the study is a descriptive study. Usually the prior knowledge has been systemized into 
models etc. and therefore the chosen problem area is much more defined compared to the 
problem area in an exploratory study (Patel & Davidson, 2011). This defined area is then 
thoroughly described, often using only one data collection method (Olsson & Sörensen, 
2011). Descriptive studies are often predecessors to exploratory studies or a piece of 
explanatory studies (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009). 
 
In areas where there is a more extensive amount of knowledge and theories have started to 
develop, studies are conducted to test these theories – exploratory studies (Olsson & 
Sörensen, 2011). However, these studies demand that there is enough information for the 
theories to derive assumptions about the relationships in reality (Patel & Davidson, 2011). 
 
The purpose of this research was to, from a project owner’s perspective, identify and 
describe the potential challenges of starting up a joint webshop in northern Sweden for 
several different local companies with different products and to develop a step-by-step 
guide for how the project owner should manage these challenges during the start up. There 
was prior knowledge about the general challenges with logistics, but not so much knowledge 

Exploratory Descriptive Explanatory Research purpose: 

Research approach: 

Method approach: 

Research strategy: 

Deductive Inductive Abductive 

Quantitative Qualitative 

Survey Case Study Experimental 

Figure 1. Method map. 
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specifically about the complexities with e-logistics8. Therefore, the research was a 
combination of an exploratory and a descriptive study. 

2.2 Research approach 
The difference between quantitative or qualitative research depends on how the researcher 
chooses to collect, process and analyze data. A quantitative research approach means that 
the data collected can be measured and processed with statistical methods, roughly 
speaking; numbers. A qualitative research approach on the other hand, means that the 
research uses qualitative data usually gathered from interviews and other verbal analyses. 
This is roughly speaking words and opinions. (Patel & Davidson, 2011) 
 
The data for this research was collected mainly through literature studies but also from 
interviews; both deeper and shorter interviews. The literature studies were conducted 
through searching for e-journals online, mainly from the Emerald database, with various 
search terms such as; e-logistics, e-commerce, e-tailers etc. Also, data were collected from 
books where the search terms were the same or similar but also search for general 
information about logistics, not just logistics connected to e-commerce. The deeper 
interviews were recorded, transcribed and then the information which was the most 
relevant to the research was summarized. For the shorter interviews, the interviewer took 
notes and the relevant parts where then elaborated and summarized. Both sources only had 
quantitative data and this research therefore had a qualitative approach. 

2.3 Method approach 
Depending on the methods used to answer the research questions, the research can be said 
to have a deductive, inductive or abductive approach (Olsson & Sörensen, 2011). Deductive 
approach usually means that the researcher uses existing theories and presents an 
assumption of the reality based on these theories. Inductive approach is the opposite and 
means that the researcher observes reality and forms general principles which may later be 
reformed into theories. Abductive approach is a combination of deductive and inductive 
approach. First an inductive approach is used to form a basic understanding of the specific 
area and then the researcher uses a deductive approach to widen the knowledge of the 
specific area. 
 
In this research, existing information and theories regarding e-logistics were chosen from a 
literature study in order to describe the possible challenges with the logistics when starting 
up a new e-business. These theories where were complemented with interviews; three 
deeper interviews with persons who were in some way working with these theories in real 
life and ten shorter interviews with companies representing potential partners in the joint 
webshop. The literature study gave a basic understanding and the interviews helped widen 
the area of knowledge of which possible challenges there could be with e-logistics and 
therefore the research had an abductive approach. 

2.4 Research strategy 
Different research strategies can be used in the research, and how appropriate the strategies 
are depends on the research problem. These strategies are sometimes divided into three 
general categories; surveys, case studies and experiments (Patel & Davidson, 2011). 

                                                           
8
 E-logistics – logistics that are related to e-businesses 
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Survey strategy means that the research is performed on groups of humans through tools 
such as questionnaires and interviews. The population chosen for surveys must be defined 
thoroughly in order to clearly establish who is a part of the population and who is not. 
Sometimes the population might be so big that it would be almost impossible to research 
the entire population, in which cases random sampling often is used to get a representative 
sample of the population. (Patel & Davidson, 2011) 
 
Case study strategy is used when the research is performed on a smaller and more defined 
group, for example a specific situation or organization. Case studies are based on a holistic 
perspective and are often used when processes and changes are in the focus. Case studies 
often use different kinds of data collection methods in order to get the most complete 
picture of the case as possible. (Patel & Davidson, 2011) 
 
Experimental strategy means that the research focuses on some specific variables and tries 
to control the factors that affect these variables. This kind of research often uses an 
independent and a dependent variable and then tries to establish if the independent 
variable affects the dependent variable through different kinds of manipulations on the 
independent variable. (Patel & Davidson, 2011) 
 
The situation of starting up a joint webshop for smaller companies in northern Sweden and 
aiming to identify and describe the challenges with the e-logistics related to such a project is 
a very specific situation and therefore a case study was the most suitable alternative. 

2.4.1 The case study 

The case study was conducted at a municipality in northern Sweden who had initiated a 
project to start up a joint webshop for the businesses active in the municipality. This project 
where in the beginning of its planning phase when the case study where conducted, so there 
were no physical webpage, warehouse offices etc. to observe, and they were expecting to 
have 40-50 local companies involved in the project. There were no direct limitations set by 
the municipality and there was access to rail, road and boat transportation in the 
municipality and air transportation was available through combination with road. 
 
This situation made it hard to use different kinds of data collection methods; for example, 
there were not any processes to observe or measure. The research was based on the project 
owner’s (the municipality’s) perspective, but to get a more holistic perspective, three deeper 
interviews and ten shorter interviews was conducted.  
 
The interviewees 

Interviews were conducted in two rounds; the first was three deeper interviews with three 
bigger companies which all have relatable experience from the different situations that the 
municipality is facing, and the other round where shorter interviews with ten smaller 
companies in northern Sweden about what their expectations would be if they were to join a 
joint webshop. The deeper interviews where longer, around 45-50 minutes, and more 
extensive than the shorter interviews, which lasted around 15 minutes. 
 
The deeper interviews were with people who had about the same perspective that the 
municipality would have and although more deeper interviews would have been preferable, 
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the limited time and resources did not allow for more than three. The first deep interview 
was with the e-commerce expert (EE) from a big state-owned company in Sweden which, 
among other, offers many solutions for e-commerce businesses. The second deep interview 
was with the CEO of a logistics park that where founded from a project similar to the case 
study, only that project where further along in the project phase compared to the case study 
project. The third interview was with the marketing director (MD) of a large distribution 
center, whose customers are companies who outsource all, or part, of their logistics to this 
distribution center. 
 
The then shorter interviews were with smaller companies who represented potential 
partners in the joint webshop. Most of them had experience from similar projects and some 
had a somewhat negative attitude towards the concept of a joint webshop. Ten interviews 
was conducted since the interviewer felt that the material had become very saturated 
already after five to seven interviews and therefore judged the chances of collecting further 
information from further interviews to be very small.  
 
The interviews 
The researcher chose to do semi-structured interviews since the purpose of the interviews 
was to collect different person’s experiences and opinions about the challenges of a joint 
webshop. The researcher was also the interviewer and had prepared general questions 
about the relevant areas and could then ask different follow-up questions based on the 
answers and who the interviewee was. The interviews were performed over the telephone 
partly because of the geographical distances but also to minimize the risk of bias. The 
interviewer could not affect the interviewee with his or hers body language and the 
interviewee could sit comfortably and relaxed in a familiar environment. There was still the 
risk that the interviewer could have affected the interviewee thorough the formulation of 
questions or statements which the interviewer tried to avoid by keeping it in mind and 
asking general questions. Talking over the phone instead of just sending an e-mail with 
questions opened up the possibility of asking direct and related follow-up questions as well 
as the opportunity for the interviewee to ask if any question were unclear. The interviews 
were recorded and then transcribed before they were summarized and analyzed. The 
interviewees have read and approved both the transcriptions and the summary in order to 
avoid the risk of biased interpretations from the researcher. A similar concept were used for 
the shorter interviews; semi-structured telephone interviews. The respondents were ten 
smaller handicraft companies in northern Sweden and therefore represented potential 
partners in the joint webshop. Some had experience from similar ventures and a few had a 
negative attitude towards this kind of venture. 

2.5 Credibility 
One can never be absolutely sure that the research is completely correct. There are, 
however, ways to reduce the risks of getting the wrong answers. This is done through paying 
attention to two important emphases on the research design; reliability and validity. 
(Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009) 
 
Saunders et al. (2009) points out that reliability is about to which extent the data collection 
techniques or analysis procedures will generate consistent findings. The authors mention 
four threats to reliability; subject or participant error, subject or participant bias, observer 
error and observer bias. Subject or participant error refers to the fact that different time and 
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places can affect how subjects and participants, for example, answer a questionnaire. For 
observers, they can also make mistakes when the same study is to be done in different time 
and places. Clear instructions are needed to prevent this. Subject or participant bias means 
that the subject or participant might not, for example, answer a question in an interview 
truthfully if they are afraid that their true answer might risk them getting fired. The observer 
can then be biased and chose to interpret this answer in a way that suits the observer. 
 
Validity is concerned with whether the right thing is measured (Olsson & Sörensen, 2011). 
Validity is important when it comes to the construction of interviews and questionnaires. A 
question can generate different answers depending on how the question is phrased. The 
author mentions the question “Do you have back pains?” as an example. The authors mean 
that the question does not necessarily have to measure back pains, but can also indicate a 
general complaint tendency or a psychosomatic illness. 
 
The research’s credibility 

Information was collected during almost the entire research, but most if it was collected in 
the beginning and then the amount collected were lessening after the interviews were 
performed. Triangulation was used on all information collected; the researcher has 
confirmed with other sources that the information and theories are described in similar ways 
in other literature. 
 
Logistics is a wide area and there was not enough time to look for challenges in all logistical 
areas and the challenges that have been identified are just related to that specific area. No 
research has been done to establish if these challenges affect each other or if there is a 
connection between them. There is therefore no way of comparing which challenges could 
be considered the biggest to overcome. The researcher herself is an experienced e-shopper 
and could also, based on personal experience; confirm most of the pitfalls detected. 
 
The credibility of this research could have been increased if more persons would have been 
interviewed in the deeper interviews. Another thing that could have increased the 
creditability would have been to carry out a survey about what the e-consumers priorities 
when they shop online. 

2.6 The research’s working process 
To summarize; the purpose of this research was to identify and describe the possible 
challenges with a new joint e-business’s order fulfillment process. The order fulfillment 
process was divided into three flows, based on the definition of the term; material flow, 
information flow and service flow. First theories related to these flow where gathered from 
literature, then thirteen interviews was conducted to gather empirical information. The 
information gathered from the literature was then compared to the empirical results in the 
analysis. From this analysis, conclusions was made that led up to the research’s results; 
identification and description of challenges in the respective areas; material flow, 
information flow and service flow, as well as a step-by-step guide for how a joint webshop 
project can handle these challenges during its startup phase. Figure 2, below, illustrates the 
research’s working process. 
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Identify and describe the possible 
challenges with a new joint e-

business’s order fulfillment processes 

Material flow Information flow 

Frame of Reference: 
1) Material flow 
- ABC-analysis 
- Packaging 
- Export 
- Reverse logistics 
- Green logistics 
 
2) Information flow 
- Information 
technologies 
 
3) Service flow 
- Delivery service 
- Customer service 
- Outsourcing 
 
4) Partnership 
- Multi-party 
cooperation 

Service flow 

Empirics: 
1) Material flow 
- Product range 
- Export 
- Reverse logistics 
- Green logistics 
2) Information flow 
- Information 
technologies 
3) Service flow 
- Customer service 
4) Important factors 

Analysis: 
1) Material flow 
 
2) Information flow 
 
3) Service flow 
 
4) Partnership 

Results: 
1) Identification and description of 
the challenges in the respective 
areas. 
2) Step-by-step guide for start-ups. 
3) Proposals for the municipality 

Figure 2. The research’s working process. 
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3 Frame of reference 
This chapter presents the theories used in the research. The theories are mainly regarding order 
fulfillment and warehousing, but also multi-party cooperation and outsourcing. 

3.1 Logistics 
The word logistics have, like most other words, numerous definitions. What most of them 
have in common is, however, that logistics is doing things right in every respect. The Council 
of Supply Chain Management Professionals (www.clm1.org, CSCMP) define logistics 
management as: “that part of supply chain management that plans, implements, and 
controls the efficient, effective forward and reverses flow and storage of goods, services and 
related information between the point of origin and the point of consumption in order to 
meet customers' requirements”. Another popular definition is “the activities that have to do 
with obtaining the right product or service at the right quantity, in the right condition, at the 
right place at the right time, at the right customer, at the right cost”. (Lumsden, 2006)  
 
CSCMP’s definition states that logistics management is a part of supply chain management. 
Krajewski, Malhotra & Ritzman (2007, p. 372) define a supply chain as “the network of 
services, material, and information flows that link a firm’s customer relationship, order 
fulfillment, and supplier relationship processes to those of its suppliers and customers”. The 
authors also define supply chain management as “developing a strategy to organize, control, 
and motivate the resources involved in the flow of services and materials within the supply 
chain”. Consequently; a supply chain is a network that links different processes between a 
firm and the firm’s suppliers and customers. Supply chain management is the development 
of a strategy to handle the resources involved in this network, and logistics is the planning, 
implementation and controlling of those resources according to the established strategies.  
 
The definition of a supply chain mentions three processes that the logistics aim to manage; 
customer relationship, order fulfillment and supplier relationship. The definition also 
mentions that there are three flows that affect these processes; service, material and 
information flows. This research is limited to the order fulfillment process only and the 
therefore the theories will also only be related to the order fulfillment process and the three 
flows which affects it. 

3.2 Order fulfillment 
A shift in power has occurred, from the producers to the customers, which allows the 
customers to set very high demands. Customers today demand “very high delivery speed 
with complete order flexibility and convenience”. (Bayles, 2001) 
 
”…establishing a sustainable e-commerce position is as much about using the right fulfillment 
strategies to get your products or services to buyers as it is about having the right product at 
the right price.” (Ricker & Kalakota, 1999)  
 
Research has shown that web retailers (e-tailers) find order fulfillment for small orders to be 
a difficult task (Ricker & Kalakota, 1999). This is mainly because there are big differences 
from the traditional logistics and e-commerce logistics. The traditional logistics is based on 
moving large shipments in bulk to selected, strategic customers in few geographic locations. 
E-commerce logistics is the opposite; moving single items or small parcels to customers all 
over the world (Bayles, 2001). The main differences are listed in Figure 3. 
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E-commerce logistics and e-fulfillment include countless numbers of activities. These 
activities are some of the most important activities in e-commerce since they are needed to 
ensure that the customer gets what they want and when they want it.  They are also often 
some of the most expensive activities. Almost 40% of the costs of goods sold are related to 
fulfillment or reverse logistics. (Bayles, 2001) 

3.3 Material flow 
As stated in the definition, the material flow is one of the three flows that affect the order 
fulfillment processes. Normally, the term material flow is defined as the flow of material 
going in only one direction and complementary terms, for example resource flow etc., is 
used to describe all of the flows in different directions for different types of material 
(Lumsden, 2006). In this research, however, the term material flow comprehends all of the 
materials possible flows in different directions.  

3.3.1 ABC-analysis 

Products and the handling of products is often one of the first things that come to mind 
when hearing the term “material flow”. Lumsden (2006) mentions that there are different 
methods on how to classify products and the ABC-analysis is one of the most common. ABC-
analysis shows which products that are the most important ones and therefore which 
products that needs to be prioritized; in the warehouse, when marketing, if they need to be 
cut etc. The ABC-analysis is based on a product’s volume value (VV), which is calculated as 
following: 
 

                                  
 
Average consumption refers to the number of products sold during a specific period of time, 
for example quarterly or yearly sales. 

Bulk Parcel 

Strategic Unknown 

Push Pull 

One-way Two-way 

More than $1,000 Less than $100 

Concentrated Highly dispersed 

Stable, consistent Highly seasonal, fragmented 

One link Thorugh the entire supply 
chain 

Traditional Logistics E-commerce Logistics 

Shipment type 

Customer 

Demand style 

Inventory/order flow 

Average order amount 

Destinations 

Demand 

Accountability 

Figure 3. Differences between traditional logistics and e-commerce logistics. (Bayles, 2001) 
Figure 3. Differences between traditional logistics and e-commerce logistics. (Bayles, 2001) 
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The products are then classified into an A, B or C group depending on their VV. The common 
80-20 rule is often used for this classification, meaning that 80% of the total volume value 
should consist of 20% of the products (Table 1). (Lumsden, 2006) 
 
Table 1. A common classification of an ABC-analysis. 

Group: Total VV: % of products 

A 80% 20% 

B 15% 50% 

C 5% 30% 

 
After an ABC-analysis is accomplished, it is also important to take other factors into 
consideration regarding the priority of products. For example, complementary products 
should be handled the same way even though they might be in different groups. Also, 
products with high price but low average consumption can land in the same group as 
products with low price but high average consumption but that does not mean that they 
should be handled the same way just because they are in the same group. Products in the B 
and C group are not “unimportant” to the company; they could actually be rather profitable 
and products in the C group can often be new products in their start-up phase. These, and 
more, are factors that are important to consider after having done the ABC-analysis. Since 
price and average consumption changes with time, this analysis should be done regularly in 
order for it to be accurate. 

3.3.2 Packaging 

The awareness of the role packaging plays in the supply chain, and therefore also the order 
fulfillment, has increased in recent years which have led to the origination of packaging 
logistics (Lumsden, 2006). Packaging can refer to both the physical material that a product is 
packed in and the process of actually packing the product. In this report, packaging refers to 
both the physical material and the process of packaging, unless otherwise is stated. The 
author summarizes the functions of packaging; 
 
The primary role of the physical packaging is to protect whatever is inside. Most commonly 
is to protect the goods from physical impacts, vibrations and pressure. Some goods also 
need protection from climate factors such as temperature or moisture. There are also goods 
that might need protection from biological stresses such as insects. 

 
Sometimes the physical packaging is there also to protect the surroundings from the goods 
inside. This usually applies to dangerous goods, for example corrosive or inflammable 
chemicals. There are specific laws and regulations for the packaging and transportation of 
dangerous goods. 

 
There are many products that can be hard to handle for different kinds of reason. It could be 
a very fragile vase, a bulk load of sand or a big statue etc. The physical packaging can 
therefore make these products manageable by humans and machines through providing the 
products a safe packaging that does not affect or harm their shape, fragility or design. 
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It is not always enough just to use the packaging to create a manageable product, 
sometimes the packaging can be used to convert the product being sent to a standard unit. 
The author uses an engine strapped to a pallet as an example. The engine is then maybe a 
EUR-pallet or half-pallet, depending on its size and which pallet is needed. This makes it 
easier to both handle and store the product. 

 
The physical packaging usually shows information such as weight, length and type of 
product. It can also show information about storing, handling and transportation of the 
product, for example; handle with care or this side up. Nowadays there is often a short 
user’s manual printed on the packaging of, for example, a camera.  This is a good way of 
sharing information since the information can be adapted to the current market; the 
producer produces a lot of products and the packaging with the right language are chosen 
depending on where the product is being shipped to. 

 
Many companies also use the physical packaging for commercial purposes; to market a 
complementing product or similar products. It can also be used to market a product concept 
or maybe the company. 

 
The producer of physical packaging has a responsibility to make sure that the physical 
packaging has a return system. The physical packaging needs to be able to be reused, 
recycled or in other ways be taken care of in an environmental friendly way. There are 
different ways of doing this; an economic incentive such as pledge for the return of the 
packaging is one method. 

3.3.3 Distribution 

When the products have been packed, while handled appropriately, it is time to distribute 
them. BusinessDictionary.com defines distribution as “the movement of goods and services 
from the source through a distribution channel, right up to the final customer, consumer or 
user, and the movement of payment in the opposite direction, right up to the original 
producer or supplier”. Entrepreneur.com defines the word as “the manner in which goods 
move from the manufacturer to the outlet where the consumer purchases them…”. What 
the both definitions have in common is that they both state that distribution is the 
movement of goods from the manufacturer to the consumer and also the payment from the 
consumer. 

3.3.4 Export 

Sometimes products are to be distributed to other countries; they are to be exported. There 
are more than just the legal aspects to consider when exporting products. Al-Qirim (2004) 
argues that there are cultural differences in how we do business and it is therefore 
important for a company going international through the internet to know about these 
differences. Hofstede (2010) defines culture as “the collective programming of the mind 
which distinguishes the members of one group or category of people from others”. Al-Qirim 
(2004) emphasizes that culture has to do with what is considered civilized behavior in that 
country, for example how to greet people; should you look them in the face and is it okay to 
shake hands? 
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The Nordic Countries 

Posten AB has provided an e-commerce guide for exports between the Nordic countries. It 
states that there are not that many differences between the Nordic countries, but that the 
few that exists are important to know about. The guide lists five tips for exports: 

1. Pay attention to local laws regarding marketing, handling of personal information etc. 
2. Hire a professional translator to translate the webpage into the local language. 
3. Make sure that customer services speaks the customers language and that they can 

be reached at a local number. 
4. Find a logistics provider that can handle distribution in as many countries as possible. 
5. Find out how the customer in each country wants to pay and offer those alternatives. 

 
The guide also states that Norway not being a member of EU presents both advantages and 
disadvantages. There are some difficulties getting across the borders, but also that there is a 
market with less competition. These difficulties are mainly related to taxes; Norwegian 
consumers must pay Norwegian VAT and taxes. The easiest way for companies to solve this 
problem is to start a Norwegian subsidiary and let the Norwegian customers buy from there. 
Another difficulty that probably will arise is the returns. The guide states that e-commerce 
business can expect returns to be around 10% of the sales. Returns from Norway will have to 
go through the process as when the order where exported into the country, only backwards. 
(Posten AB, 2012) 
 
The Danish are the biggest online shoppers in the Nordic and they are very concerned with 
prices. Trustpilot.dk is the most frequently used site for price comparison and it is important 
for companies to keep an eye on that site. 80% of the Danish pays with Dankort, a Danish 
debit card, so it is necessary to accept the Dankort if one wants Danish customers. Also, only 
less than 1% wants to be billed as they traditionally do not want to give out their social 
security number. (Posten AB, 2012) 
 
The percentage of the Finnish that shop online is increasing and the forecasts look 
promising. However, the Finnish sale of Goods act differs from the Swedish and the Finnish 
are used to longer delivery times than in the other Nordic countries. (Posten AB, 2012) 

3.3.5 Reverse logistics 

Once the product has been distributed, and perhaps exported, the customer might want to 
return it, due to different reasons. Bernon, Cullen and Rossi (2011) argue that companies 
often are very focused on the forward logistics, but many forget or simply just do not care 
about the reverse flow. The authors also argue that there is a lot of research done on how to 
maximize the efficiency and effectiveness on forward logistics, but companies and 
researchers are now beginning to appreciate the importance of reverse logistics and the 
differences compared to forward logistics. Reverse logistics is important since it directly 
affect the end result and therefore the customer value. Return rates in retail is estimated to 
vary between five to 20 % and even up to around 50 % in some markets. (Bernon, Cullen, & 
Rossi, 2011) 
 
Bayles (2001) states that the main barrier to overcome with reverse logistics is that many 
sees it as a topic of ”relative unimportance”.  The author based this on a survey performed 
by the Reverse Logistics Executive Council. The survey also showed that the other two 
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biggest barriers where “company policies” and “lack of systems”. The author lists the four 
main reasons why e-tailers do not have fully developed return policies and processes: 

 Relative unimportance – like all other retailers, the focus lies on selling the products 
and distributing them to the consumers. 

 Unknowns – there are many unknown factors when one starts out; for example the 
sales volume, and therefore many start out handling everything manually. If the site 
then is successful, they become swamped with orders and returns. 

 Lack of experience – the lack of experience means that the e-tailers do not know the 
importance of strong return policies and procedures. 

 Multiple product sources – e-tailing is often more complex than the usual retailing; 
one often sells products from multiple manufacturers. This becomes a problem if the 
individual manufacturers each deliver their products directly to the customers and 
through that there can also be different return policies and procedures for every 
manufacturer.  

3.3.6 Green Logistics 
Murphy & Poist (2003) argue that responding to “green” issues has become an important 
issue in a socially responsible manner. Environmental issues impact numerous logistical 
decisions and this has led to the development of “green logistics”. Green logistics means that 
available resources and technologies are used in such a way so that the negative impact on 
the environment and the use of natural resources are kept to a minimum (Lumsden, 2006).  
There are different ways of doing this, often through better vehicle utilization, different 
ordering systems, inventory control, newer fuels etc. 
 
Murphy & Poist (2003) suggests working with green logistics on four strategic levels: 

1. Physical structure of the logistical system – This mainly regards factories; quantities, 
geographical localization and size, warehouses and groupage traffic centers. 

2. Purchase and distribution patterns – The final flow of goods is affected by the choice 
of suppliers, subcontractors, distributors and customers. 

3. The timing of the flows – The design of the cargo movements is affected by the 
timing of orders. 

4. Control of transport resources – The focus on this level is mainly on type of vehicle, 
route planning and the best groupage.  

 
Murphy & Poist (2003) also states that companies usually only works within level three and 
four since environmental work on these levels often means an economical benefit in 
addition to the environmental benefits. However, with the increasingly globalized market, 
evidence implies that it is level one and two that holds the great potential for improvements 
in the future. 

3.4 Information flow 
The information flow is another flow that affects the order fulfillment. The information flow 
is here divided into two categories; information sharing and information technologies. 
Information sharing between the producer and the customer is today of outer most 
importance. “To constantly improve and streamline the flow of information is a requirement 
if one is to engage in competitive logistics operations”. The customers want to be able to 
track their orders from the moment they press “buy” until the order is delivered in their 
hands. Delivery costs and time should be determined beforehand and it must be possible to 
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split the orders for multiple ship-to addresses. Also, check if any of the products are subject 
to export restrictions. The customers also expect there to be good product return policies 
and no surprise back orders. (Bayles, 2001) 
 
The information sharing with the customer will mainly be through the information available 
on the webpage. Information that is important to have on the webpage is; information 
about restrictions, limitations, or conditions on purchases; instructions for proper use of 
product, safety and health care warnings, cancellation or refund policies; gift-wrapping and 
special handling and ongoing customer service. (Bayles, 2001) 
 
Sharing information is not only important for the customer value; it also helps to lower costs 
and environmental impacts. Through sharing information between all parties involved in the 
distribution process, the transporters can coordinate the transports and therefore raise the 
utilization rate which gives lower costs and a lower environmental impact per product. 
(Lumsden, 2006) 
 
Information technologies are used to ease the implementation and management of order 
fulfillment. Computers and information technologies are used to develop systems to handle 
and streamline activities such as order handling, order tracking, route planning, transport 
coordination etc. (Lumsden, 2006) 

3.5 Service flow 
The last flow that affects the order fulfillment processes is the flow of value adding services. 
Krajewski et al. (2007) state that service is an important part of the buying experience of the 
customer and that this experience consists of both services and goods delivered by a 
company’s many processes. The authors also mention that designing the services requires a 
careful analysis of the customers’ requirements and priorities, for example; some prefer 
lower prices over high delivery speed while others are willing to pay a little extra to get the 
delivery as fast as possible. 

3.5.1 Delivery service 
Delivery service is a general term that is about a business’s performance against their 
customers. Good delivery service can mean that a business has fast delivery times or that 
they have a safe distribution with no damaged goods. Delivery service can be divided into 
the following concepts; (Lumsden, 2006) 
 
Lead time is the time between when the order is placed and when it is delivered. Lead time 
includes activities such as reception of order, order administration, planning, possible 
construction, manufacturing and distribution. Shorter lead times are achieved through 
shorter manufacturing time or finished goods inventory. 
 
Delivery reliability is the ability to be able to deliver exactly when promised to the customer. 
 
Delivery certainty is the ability to deliver the right product in the right quantity and the right 
quality. 
 
Service ratio is the ability to deliver directly from the warehouse. It is when a product cannot 
be delivered from a warehouse that lead time becomes interesting. 
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Flexibility is the ability to adapt the deliveries to the customers demand; order quantity, 
packaging, delivery addresses, delivery frequency, documentation etc. 

3.5.2 Customer service 
In e-commerce, customer service is more than just a mean to problem-solving after the sale. 
Bayles (2001) mentions four basic times of service need: 

1. 19 % of the customers use customer service during shopping in order to find 
products and inquire about product attributes. 

2. 21% have questions about billing issues, receipts and the check-out process during 
the buying process. 

3. 58% uses customer service to check in on the status of an order in processing and 
shipping. 

4. 19% have questions about returns. 
 
Ahmad (2002) argues that it is of outmost importance that the customers have multiple 
channels of communication for customer service when it comes to online shops. In 
traditional stores, the customer interacts with a seller which can take quick measures for 
service recovery. The customer is alone when he or she is online shopping and needs 
different ways to be able to easily and quickly ask questions, report concerns etc. E-mail and 
telephone are two of the most popular alternatives for customer communication today. 
However, the customers are sometimes concerned that their e-mail addresses will be used 
for promotional purposes and it is therefore important to only use the customers e-mail 
addresses for service communication. It is also important to make sure that the customer 
knows this so that they can feel comfortable with sending an e-mail with their questions or 
concerns. (Ahmad, 2002). 
 
Customer service can work more efficient if some things are predetermined, for example; 
who will answer e-mails or the telephone? It can be helpful to have scripts for the most 
frequently asked questions and to have specified the response time for e-mails. (Bayles, 
2001) 
 
Research shows that customers check order status on an average of seven times, mostly to 
figure out when their order will arrive. This is a good argument for why it is important to 
offer online package tracking and real-time order status in order to achieve real customer 
satisfaction. What is really appreciated by customers is when they receive real-time order 
status updates by e-mail, so that they do not have to log on all the time to check the status. 
This is a method which has saved a tremendous amount of money by preempting multiple 
calls to customer service. (Bayles, 2001) 

3.6 Partnership 
Vlachopoulou, Manthou and Folinas (2005, p. 40) define partnership as “a tailored business 
relationship based on mutual trust, openness, shared risk and shared rewards that yield a 
competitive advantage, resulting in business performance greater than it would be achieved 
by the firms individually”. Sandberg (2007, p. 275) has a similar definition; “…a relationship 
characterized by openness and trust where risks, rewards and costs are shared between the 
parties”. A joint webshop means that multiple businesses will have to collaborate and form 
some kind of a partnership. This partnership will affect the order fulfillment to different 
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degrees depending on how deep of a partnership they will form. Vlachopoulou et al. (2005) 
argues that partners share infrastructure, facilities and technology, human resources, 
information, assets and risks to different degrees depending the needs and rules established 
by these partners and that every partner must be able to share gains and losses equally. The 
authors also argue that the objective of a partnership is to maximize benefits while 
minimizing costs. 

3.6.1 Multi-party cooperation 

A logistical partnership is often called a multi-party cooperation. There are different kinds of 
multi-party cooperation (Figure 4); one-, two- or multi-party, meaning that one, two or more 
parties manages the logistical functions in a cooperation between the producer and its 
suppliers or customers. (Lumsden, 2006) 
 
One-party logistics, 1PL 

1PL means that the producer handles all the logistical functions. The producer delivers the 
goods at the place of consumption, where the customer takes over the responsibility 
(Lumsden, 2006).  A good example of 1PL is just in time (JIT), where the producer often 
handles most of the logistical functions, such as; quality controls, packaging, transportation 
etc. (Tarkowski, Ireståhl, & Lumsden, 1995). It is also a very common phenomenon in the 
food industry where the producers sometimes even deliver their products all the way in on 
the store’s shelves (Lumsden, 2006). 
 
Two-party logistics, 2PL 

2PL is the traditional cooperation between a producer and a supplier. (Tarkowski, Ireståhl, & 
Lumsden, 1995) The difference from 1PL is that the logistical functions are divided between 
the producer and the customer depending on what is deemed to be the most efficient. For 
example; the producer packs and ships the goods and the customers receives, unpacks and 
stores the goods. (Lumsden, 2006) 
 
Third-party logistics, 3PL 

3PL is when three parties are involved in the logistical functions. This third party provides 
and performs all the logistical functions that exist between the producer and the customer.  
3PL is regarded as a form of outsourcing of the logistical functions. (Lumsden, 2006) 
 
Fourth-party logistics, 4PL 

4PL basically means that one company outsources the management of all its logistical 
functions to another firm. The fourth party does not handle all the logistical functions 
themselves; for example, they might in turn outsource the transportation to different 
transportation companies. (Lumsden, 2006) 
 
Fifth-party logistics, 5PL 

5PL is a relatively new concept. It means that logistics operators provide enhanced services 
like e-businesses. The implication of this approach is the control of all parties in the logistical 
functions in combination with an e-business operation. (Lumsden, 2006) 
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3.6.2 Outsourcing 

An alternative for how to handle the order fulfillment processes that often is considered 
when starting up new businesses is outsourcing. Outsourcing can be a preferable alternative, 
depending on what the company’s core competencies are and if the right competences or 
resources are available. Bayles (2001) has listed the pros and cons with outsourcing e-
logistics; 
Advantages: 

 Speed to Market – companies who outsource can establish their sites quickly and 
with minimal capital investment and still be certain that their customers will receive 
the level of service that they demand. 

 Scalability – a successful e-business might grow quickly which makes the ability to 
handle large volumes of outmost importance. This can be hard to achieve alone, but 
with outsourcing it should not be a problem. 

 Focus – the most common reason for outsourcing is that the capabilities required are 
outside the core competencies of the company.  

 Lower Costs – e-logistics can be very expensive and sometimes it is less costly to 
outsource instead of building a warehouse and hiring staff etc. 

 Focus on the Customer – e-businesses gets more time to focus on its customers and 
establishing good customer relationships. 

 Capitalize on Efficiencies – Third-party providers have the competencies of capturing 
and processing the details of thousands of transactions. This data can be useful for 
improving customer service an improving sales, it will probably be more valuable 
than data collected in-house. 

Disadvantages: 

 New “product” – e-logistics is relatively new and very different from traditional 
logistics. Not all logistics outsources have figured out how to do e-commerce 
fulfillment well so it is important to choose the right party to outsource to. 

 IT – e-commerce often requires more sophisticated and advanced IT services, this is 
also something that not all outsources have today. 
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Figure 4. The different kinds of multi-party cooperation. 
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4 Results 
The summary of the empirical results collected from the interviews is presented in this 
chapter.  

4.1 The deeper interviews 
In the deeper interviews, the respondents were asked to, based on their own experience, 
describe what kind of challenges they think could lie ahead for a joint webshop project in the 
start-up phase. 

4.1.1 Material flow 

The Marketing Director (MD) indicated that one of the biggest challenges that could arise for 
a new joint business is if all the firms where to store their products in their own warehouse 
instead of a joint warehouse. This causes problems with the transport; both regarding the 
actual transport but also regarding the transport contracts. Good contracts of affreightment 
are always sought after and are achieved through volume, the bigger the better, often based 
on one pickup point. It is not impossible, but it is really hard to get a good contract of 
affreightment if you have for example, 15 different pickup points.  
 
The MD also pointed out that there are companies that are located in northern Sweden 
which may have their markets in central or  Sweden and for them it might be cheaper to also 
have a warehouse closer to their market. It is then possible to minimize the transport costs 
through sending larger volumes down to the warehouse and then distribute the orders as 
they come in.  
 
The MD also mentioned another challenge that probably is more common than people 
might think; the labeling of the packages and containers. If a delivery from a subcontractor is 
unlabeled then the unloading of, for example a container, can take 20-30 hours instead of 
just 2-3 hours, since all products needs to be counted and labeled and then stored. The costs 
of unloading that are charged to the customer is based on an hourly rate, in this example it 
means that the costs will increase to ten times as high since it takes ten times as long to 
unload. 
 
Product Range 
The e-commerce expert (EE) thinks that it is basically a good idea to start a joint webshop, 
provided that the primary target group is tourists and that they will be selling unique 
products. Tourists will probably appreciate being able to log onto the internet and buy 
something memorable afterwards. But the interviewee does not think that the tourists 
would like to go back to a regular store with a normal selection that can be bought 
everywhere else; it must be something special attached to the municipality. 
 

Contracts of affreightment 
The MD emphasizes the importance of a good contract of affreightment. The MD also points 
out that it is important to keep in mind what type of goods that are to be sent, since goods 
that stand out in volume might triple the transport costs only because it takes up so much 
space. That is also why it is important to pack the products properly so that the packages are 
not unnecessarily big. 
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Export 
The interviewees agree that there are several things to keep in mind when exporting 
products. The EE emphasizes that it is always appreciated to have the website in different 
languages and that there are different things that are important to know about other 
countries. For example; 85% of the Danish customers want to pay with their “Dankort”. It is 
important that it shows on the webpage that it is possible to pay with the Dankort, 
otherwise the Danish might just click on to another page. The Danish customers also want 
their package delivered to their homes, regardless if they are home or not. The Norwegian 
customers are very similar to the Swedish customers. Just like northern Swedes, they are 
used to having a couple of days longer delivery times due to the geographic of Norway. 
However, they usually shop more expensive and exclusive products than the Swedes. The 
biggest challenge that arises when exporting to Norway is related to tariffs and VAT since 
Norway is not a member in EU. The Finnish customer must be able to pay through their 
internet bank. This since you have to be 23 years old to get a credit card in Finland and even 
then they have very high fees on card purchases so even those with credit cards prefers to 
pay through their internet bank. 
 
Exports outside of EU can be a challenge for inexperienced companies since the processes 
can be very complicated. The MD mentions Norway, Switzerland and the UK as examples of 
countries which have special requirements for tariffs, handling, packaging and such things. 
 

Reverse logistics 
The interviewees agree that the number of reclamations, for example due to damaged or 
lost packages, is both low and decreasing due to increasing knowledge. The MD does 
however point out that there is some type of businesses where they have monthly 
dispatches or subscriptions, for example book clubs, where the customers get to choose 
whether or not they want to keep the book. In these cases the number of reclamations can 
be as high as 25%. The MD also points out that the number of reclamations increases during 
the Christmas rush. 
 
They interviewees also agree that the bigger challenge with reverse logistics is with returns; 
more specifically information about how the customer should carry out sending the return 
back to the company. They emphasize the importance of informing the customer of which 
rules that applies and to have clear and simple instructions on how the customer should 
carry out a return and reclamation. 
  
The MD explains that one of the reoccurring problems in B2C is that the customer does not 
always understand the difference between sending a package as private mail or business 
mail. Returns and reclamations needs to be sent back as business mail so that they get 
delivered directly to the company. Otherwise the package gets sent to a store for pickup, 
where if no one picks it up within 14 days it gets sent back to the sender with a penalty fee. 
Since the companies usually have no way of picking up packages in the stores and since it is 
the customers responsibility to make sure that the return gets delivered to the company, the 
customers ends up with the package back in their hands and a penalty fee on top of that. 
 
The interviewees also point out that these problems may be because the customers do not 
read the fine prints and therefore miss important information. But they think that this 
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problem will decrease in the future as the customers get more experience from e-
commerce. 
 
Green Logistics 
The environmental work today focuses mainly on having a high filling degree in the cars, 
according to the EE. The EE also points out that this is hard to achieve in the northern parts 
of Sweden and on the countryside. There are no specific demands on e-tailers regarding 
their environmental work and it is unfortunately hard to prove how e-commerce affects the 
environment. Researchers do, however, believe that general sustainability principles 
throughout the organizations will be very important in the near future since the consumers 
have started to demand more of this. The downside to this is that it is something that is 
difficult to communicate outwards. 
 
The distribution center focuses their environmental work on the recycling ability of the 
packaging material. They use almost exclusively environmentally friendly paper and avoid 
plastic and other less environmentally friendly packing materials. They do not consider there 
to be any significant additional costs due to their environmental work. “Developing an 
environmental program and environmental awareness always generates some costs, but it 
has been worth it.” 
 
The environment is one of the basic arguments of why the logistics park is even built. The 
aim is to move transports from the roads to the rails and thus reduce emissions. The only 
challenge they have seen with this is that it costs a lot, but otherwise there have been no 
concerns. 
 
The CEO feels that everyone talks about intermodal transport; that intermodal transports 
will increase since it is more rational and environmental friendly to transport goods by rail or 
boat. The CEO states that there seems to have been talk about this forever but nothing ever 
happens since there is still the difficulty that it is easier to fill a truck than a whole train. The 
CEO has not found anyone today that pursues this; to coordinate the rail transports and 
create these trains. 
 
Non-durables 
The EE considers the biggest challenge with non-durables to be the home deliveries and the 
physical transportation. The customer needs to have the non-durable products delivered 
directly to their home, which usually means that they need to be delivered during the 
evenings resulting in much higher costs.  There is also the problem of keeping the right 
temperature during the physical transportation, especially in northern Sweden where there 
are very long transportation distances. The question is whether it is worth it since the 
distribution costs will most likely be very high which in turn affects the price and the 
customers’ willingness to pay. The MD instead considers the biggest challenges with non-
durables to be that the products need to be delivered right away, except for perhaps canned 
food. The MD argues that this is mainly the reason as to why the bigger firms have their own 
distribution. They both think that the general reason why companies do not outsource the 
distribution of non-durables is because it increases the costs.  
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4.1.2 Information flow 

The CEO points out that starting up a new business is like with most other things: inviting a 
lot of challenges and difficulties. The interviewees agree that a thorough market research is 
one of the most important things in the beginning; creating an understanding of the market 
so that possible pitfalls get avoided as good as possible. The CEO also points out that there 
are many different roles; shippers, rail operators, terminal operators, haulers etc. and it is 
hard to understand and get an overview of how these roles are interrelated and how 
businesses are formed. This is something one needs to be clear about when starting a 
business; how the market works and what it demands. There are also a lot of variations in 
these roles; for example the expectations or demands come from so many different vantage 
points. There is no direct solution to this challenge other than that one has to put a lot of 
time on surveying the market. One must know the price levels, concepts, designs, do you 
charge per item or yearly or what do you do. It is very important that the market analysis is 
not just a superficial analysis; it needs to be able to provide an understanding of the 
background as well as an understanding for the markets functions and how the different 
roles relate to one another, not only the demand and supply of goods. 
 
Information Technologies 
The MD recommends automatizing as much as possible of the order management process, 
since it will both minimize the costs and the risks of human errors. All the waybills, delivery 
notes, packing lists etc. should be created automatically when an order is made since this 
limits the risks of something going wrong. It is possible to create these documents manually 
and to have manual order management but that takes a lot of time and increases the risk of 
errors. When there are many companies involved, it means that there are many IT-systems 
that need to be connected to each other.  A common problem that often arises in these 
situations is that it takes more time and money than expected. Usually it is because both 
parties use IT-consultants and their communication doesn’t always work. It is important to 
have good project management for this so that one knows exactly what needs to be done 
and that it gets done as quickly as possible. It is especially important that it is done quickly 
when it concerns companies that already are up and running since it can otherwise affect 
their businesses if the system is down or inaccessible for a long time. 
 
The MD gives an example of how the automatization can help lower the costs; for simplicity, 
let’s say that one person working one minute costs about 5 SEK. If this one person is to 
receive an order through e-mail, then manually enter the order into the system, manually 
schedule the freight and create all the documents and then pack the order. In total, that is a 
lot of minutes. It is especially important to cut unnecessary minutes in e-commerce since the 
general guidelines are that an order from e-commerce should only cost about 15-20 SEK in 
management costs. These guidelines depends on what type of products that are being sold 
and what the profit margins are, but for the general e-commerce products, 15-20 SEK is 
about it. 

4.1.3 Service flow 

The MD points out that it is important to have a good and quick customer service. To open a 
webshop and only provide e-mail as the only option is usually not appreciated. Most of the 
customers want a phone number to call for guidance if something goes wrong. 
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4.1.4 Important factors 

The interviewees where asked to identify which factors they thought affected the customer 
value the most; 
 
Simple and comfortable – it is important to make it as simple and comfortable as possible 
for the consumer. This also involves having both a wide and deep selection; both different 
products and different models of the different products. 
 
Trust – the website must inspire trust. This is achieved through having a professional-looking 
website and providing safe payment options, for example PayPal or Klarna. It is also good to 
have the “Trygg e-handel”-certification. It is also important to find a win-win situation 
between the companies in the venture and create a feeling of embarking on a collaboration 
together. 
 
Costs – costs such as transportation costs can affect the customer satisfaction a lot. 
Minimizing costs can both increase the customer value and the business profitability. 
Automatizing is one way of decreasing the administrative costs and transportation costs can 
be decreased through better contracts of affreightment. 
 
Delivery time – the consumers expect short delivery times; only a day or two. 
 
Functional supply chain – it is very important that the whole chain of suppliers is functional. 
If one has around 40-50 supplies of which 4-5 of these do not deliver on time, then there will 
be a lot of back orders etc. This can cause the whole chain to stop which will be frustrating 
for everyone involved and it generates more work and can also end up getting the consumer 
angry. This requires, among other things, that all data is correct so that all the calculations 
and forecasts are estimated correctly. Otherwise this can lead to increased costs when one 
has to unravel misunderstandings or mistakes. 

4.2 The shorter interviews 
Most of the interviewees’ first thoughts where about the webpage’s design and how that 
could reflect on their products; they wanted the webshop to be easy to navigate, have a 
professional design and the products should be presented professionally. Most of them also 
pointed out that they wanted order confirmations and order status to be updated 
automatically to the customer. Some of them were also concerned about the payment 
alternatives; they would have wanted the webshop to offer different safe payment 
alternatives.  
 
None of the interviewees wanted to send their products to a joint warehouse; they all 
wanted to handle their products themselves. However, some of them could consider 
sending the products to an assembly center to limit the number of packages sent to the 
customer per order and thus making it less complicated for the customer. They mentioned 
different reasons for wanting to handle their products themselves but the main reasons 
where that they wanted full control over their own products, they wanted to keep the 
customer contact and that they were afraid that a joint warehouse would be too costly for 
them. 
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The costs were a main concern for almost all interviewees. Another main concern was that it 
would be a very complicated ordering process that might end up disappointing the end 
customer and damaging their brand. 
 
Some of the interviewees expressed that they wanted fast delivery times and for both them 
and the customers to be able to track the order at all times. A few also pointed out that their 
products where handicrafts so there are only a few products of each model and they argued 
that that is kind of the charm with handicrafts; they are fairly unique. That means that it 
should be easy to change the product range on the webpage quite often. 
 
The results from the shorter interviews can be summarized as; 

 The webshop needs to look professional 

 Safe payment alternatives are demanded 

 No joint warehouse, but an assembly center might be okay for bigger orders 

 Low costs 

 An uncomplicated ordering process for the customers 

 Being able to change product range often 
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5 Analysis 
The customer value is greatly affected by the order fulfillment and the customers have very 
high demands; they want extremely fast and accurate deliveries. Companies are also 
concerned with order fulfillment, mainly because 40% of the costs of goods sold are related 
to logistics (Bayles, 2001). However, customers also want low costs and many companies 
even offer free freight to their customers if their order exceeds a certain amount. It is 
probably safe to assume that the freight is not actually free, but that the companies have 
added a little to the prices or the administrative fees.  
 
It is important to remember that there are big differences between traditional logistics and 
e-commerce logistics when establishing logistical functions that will contribute to successful 
order fulfillments. These differences should affect the business model and choice of strategy.  
If they are not considered, the result might be inaccurate logistical functions that only 
complicates the order fulfillment and ends up upsetting the customers. (Bayles, 2001) 

5.1 Material flow 
The MD explains that it can be hard to get good contracts of affreightment if there are, for 
example, 15 different pickup points and that it might be cheaper to have a warehouse close 
to the market instead of “at home” since this can cut the transportation costs. However, the 
respondents to the shorter interviews stated that they were not interested in sending their 
products to another warehouse; they wanted to handle their products themselves. 
 

So, on one hand the transportation gets cheaper with one pickup point, but the businesses 
probably would not agree to a joint warehouse because they are worried about it being too 
expensive. There are of course other costs than just transportation costs related to a joint 
warehouse; handling costs, administrative costs etc. But these are costs that the businesses 
themselves will also have either way, so one important thing with the joint warehouse is to 
make sure that the costs charged by the warehouse to the businesses would not exceed the 
businesses costs for doing the same job. 

5.1.1 Product range 

The EE argued that the products in the webshop should be unique to the municipality; 
otherwise, it might be hard to attract customers. Some of the respondents also pointed out 
that when it comes to handicrafts, there are often only a few products of each model which 
makes the model unique but it also means that the online shop’s product range needs to be 
able to be changed often. There are also handicrafts where there are some “standard” 
models and for them, the ABC-analysis should be useful for analyzing which models should 
be included in the online shop’s product range. 
 
Non-durables 
The EE and the MD agreed that there are some extra challenges to overcome with non-
durables compared to the general products, such as accessories, books etc. These challenges 
include keeping the right temperature during transportation, the actual delivery to the 
customer, not to mention all the laws and regulations about handling non-durables. This will 
increase the costs significantly which means that the prices of the products will have to 
increase as well in order for these extra costs to be covered.  This increase in price might 
affect the customers’ willingness to pay negatively.  
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5.1.2 Packaging 

Lumsden (2006) argues that the packaging of the product has become rather important 
today, especially when it comes to cost savings, marketing and logistics in general. The 
author explains the different areas of usage for the packaging material; protection for the 
product and the surroundings, manageability, marketing etc. Different types of products 
demand different types of packaging, and some products are even impossible to pack 
together; for example, non-durables are hard to pack together with “durables”. 
 
In the deeper interviews, the MD mentioned that the wrong packaging can make a product 
or an order unnecessarily big and hence increase the transportation costs. The packaging is 
also often the first thing that the consumer sees when he/she receives the package, which is 
why many companies use the packaging for commercial purposes (Lumsden, 2006). 

5.1.3 Export 
Exports can be tricky; Al-Qirim (2004), Posten AB (2012) and the interviewees all agree on 
that. The interviewees explained that most of the challenges can be avoided if the right 
paperwork is done and ready when the package arrives at the border. The foremost 
examples of countries that can be troublesome when it comes to exports that where 
mentioned in the interviews where Norway, UK and Switzerland. The basic things to 
remember that was mentioned in the interviews and by Posten AB (2012) can be 
summarized as; have the website in the local language, offer local payment alternatives, do 
research about laws and tariffs etc. before starting to export to a new country.  

5.1.4 Reverse logistics 

Reverse logistics is often forgotten or neglected. Bernon et al. (2011) state that the main 
barriers to overcome with reverse logistics are; relative unimportance, too many unknown 
factors, lack of experience and multiple product sources. The interviewees argued that the 
numbers of reclamations are decreasing since it is a cost for all parties involved, and that the 
number of problems with returns also is decreasing since people get more experience from 
online shopping. But they also agree that the bigger challenge for companies today is with 
the returns and that it is partly because of poor information, partly because of poorly 
presented information and partly because of the consumers not taking their time of reading 
the information carefully. Bayles (2001) and the interviewees do not either argue against 
each other but neither with each other. They do, however, highlight challenges from two 
different perspectives; Bayles more from a strategic view or “planning the process”-view, 
and the interviewees more from the customers and transporters views.  
 
The situation the municipality is in puts them at high risk of facing three of the barriers 
described by Bayles (2001);  

 Unknowns – This is a new business, even if it a venture of already existing businesses, 
there still is a lot of unknowns. They do not know for sure what their sales volumes 
will be and it can therefore be hard to estimate the resources needed. 

 Lack of experience – Some might have webshop and other might not. Some might 
have been involved in similar ventures before but not many of them, if even one, 
have been part of a venture this size run by a municipality. 

 Multiple product sources – Which is the biggest pitfall since they estimate that the 
venture might consist of 40-50 companies. 
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5.1.5 Green logistics 

Lumsden (2006) suggests four strategic levels in which green logistics can be applied; 
physical structure of the logistical system, purchase and distribution patterns, the timing of 
flows and control of transport resources. The author also stated that most companies 
usually only work within level three and four since these are the levels that often also yield 
economic benefits. The EE stated that the environmental work today is mainly focused on 
having a high filling degree in the cars; level four - timing and control of transport resources. 
The distribution center focuses their environmental work on the packaging material, which 
probably falls under level two – purchase and distribution patterns since it is an active 
purchase choice to purchase environmental friendly packaging material. The logistics park’s 
aim is to move transports from the roads to the rails, i.e. controlling transport resources – 
level four. This is consistent with what Lumsden (2006) states; that companies usually work 
with green logistics on level three and four. 
 
The EE mentioned that there are no specific demands on the environmental work for e-
commerce and that there is no proof of how the e-commerce affects the environment 
compared to ordinary commerce.  

5.1.6 Logistics and distribution 

Both CSCMP (www.clm1.org) and Lumsden (2006) definitions of the term logistics states that 
logistics is management of activities that concerns obtaining the right product or service at 
the right quantity, time, place, customer, cost and in the right condition. Both the definitions 
of distribution presented in chapter 3.3.3 states that distribution focuses on the movement 
of goods and services through a distribution channel. The conclusions that can be made by 
comparing these definitions is that distribution is a part of logistics, but logistics also involves 
other activities such as customer service, information channels, material handling, value 
adding, inbound transports etc. Distribution focuses on the physical outbound transports 
and warehousing. 
 
Logistic parks and distribution centers 
What is the difference between a logistic park and a distribution center? No definitions have 
been found that separates these two, and different logistic parks and distribution centers 
seem to have different interpretations of the terms given the information about them on 
their homepage. Some logistic parks only own the infrastructure and rents out the buildings 
but they themselves do not have anything to do with logistics and some are deeply involved 
and committed to the logistical activities of the park. Distribution center seems to be an 
“older” term and some definitions have begun to form. These definitions mainly focus on 
distribution centers being some sort of a special warehouse for products, usually for 
temporary storage before the final shipping to the consumer. There are, however, 
distribution centers that offer more services than that. Applying the conclusion regarding the 
definitions of the terms “distribution” and “logistics” to the terms “logistic park” and 
“distribution center” would mean that a logistic park should have a wider scope than a 
distribution center.  

5.2 Information 
The interviewees all agreed that a thorough and deep market research is one of the most 
important things in the beginning since it will provide information and an understanding of 
the market that could be necessary to have in order for the business to survive on the 
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market. Bayles (2001) emphasizes the importance of information exchange between the 
producer and the customer. A website should contain all information available about the 
product, the buying process, the costs and the order status. The respondents to the shorter 
interviews were concerned about how the products would be displayed in the webshop; 
they wanted to be sure that their products would be displayed professionally and that the 
webshop should be easy to navigate and look professional. The design is an important part 
of this, but so is also the amount of relevant information displayed (Burns, 2007). 
 
Sharing information between the parties involved in the distribution process can also be 
beneficial for the environment since this allows for better planning and coordination of the 
transports. This will of course also save money. 
 
Information technologies 
Different information technologies (IT) can be used to ease the implementation and 
management of the order fulfillment process. (Bayles, 2001) The MD also recommended 
implementing IT systems and automatizing as much as possible since this saves money in the 
long run and also minimizes the risks of human errors. Automatic IT solutions were also 
mentioned in the shorter interviews; many of the respondents pointed out that they wanted 
the customer to be automatically updated about the order status whenever it changed. 

5.3 Service 
Krajewski et al. (2007) argue that it is important to know the customers’ requirements and 
priorities when designing the services. The respondents expressed a concern that the 
concept of a joint warehouse risks complicating the order process and ends up damaging 
their brand. The respondents also pointed out that they wanted safe payment alternatives 
for the customers, which goes in line with what the interviewees said; that safe payment 
alternatives are important to inspire trust for the customer. 

5.3.1 Delivery service 
Delivery service concerns how fast the order is delivered, if it is delivered at the right time in 
the right quantity and how flexible the delivery is (Lumsden, 2006). The interviewees listed 
“simple and comfortable” as one of the most important factors in e-commerce, although 
mainly focusing on the product range, it also comprehends other activities such as the 
delivery. Short delivery times were mentioned as another important factor and the 
respondents also mentioned that they wanted fast delivery times and to be able to track the 
order at all times. 
 
Another important factor mentioned by the interviewees where to have a functional supply 
chain. If some of the suppliers do not deliver on time, then it can reflect badly on all parties 
involved. 

5.3.2 Customer service 

Ahmad (2002) stated that it is of outmost importance that the customers have multiple 
channels of communication when it comes to online shops. The MD agrees that multiple 
channels of communication are needed. Bayles (2001) argued that the customer service can 
work more efficient if some things are predetermined, for example; who will answer e-mails 
or the telephone? The author also argues for the importance of status updates since 
research shows that customers check their order status on an average of seven times. 
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5.4 Partnership 
Both Vlachopoulou et al. (2005) and Sandberg (2007) mentions mutual trust, openness, 
shared rewards, risks and costs as key factors to partnerships. Factors of a partnership were 
not one of the topics in either of the interviews, but still there were indications about 
concerns regarding these key factors. The interviewees from the deeper interviews pointed 
out that it is not just important to win the consumers trust; it is also important to create a 
win-win situation for all the companies involved in the venture so that this inspires trust. 
Also, the respondents from the shorter interviews clearly expressed that they wanted to 
handle all their products themselves, which is an indication that they might not trust that 
anyone else will handle their products with the same feeling of importance as themselves. 
This is an important challenge to overcome if this venture is going to work. 

5.4.1 Multi-party cooperation 

The municipality will provide its local business an e-business solution; according to Lumsden 
(2006), this strictly means that it is a 5PL cooperation. But they will probably not be handling 
all of the firms’ logistical functions, only the ones related to the webshop. Meaning that they 
will only handle the logistical functions between the producers and the customer, strictly 
making it a 3PL cooperation according to Lumsden’s (2006) definitions. They might even end 
up handling none of the logistical functions, depending on how they chose to solve the 
logistical part. Then the cooperation really cannot be branded as either kind of the PL’s, but 
rather as a regular outsourcing of the management of a webshop. 
 
Assuming that the municipality ends up managing all logistical functions related to the 
webshop; would it be correct to call it a 5PL cooperation or would 3PL be more suitable? 
According to Lumsden (2006), e-business seems to be the key and main difference between 
5PL and 4PL. Based on that it could be regarded as a 5PL cooperation, but since they would 
only be handling the logistical functions that exist between the producer and the customer, 
it would probably rather be regarded it as 3PL. A combination of this could be to call it third-
party e-logistics, 3PeL, meaning that they will handle all the logistical functions related to the 
webshop between the producer and the customer. 

5.4.2 Outsourcing 

Outsourcing is often considered as an alternative when starting up a new business since it 
can sometimes be the cheaper alternative. The company to whom one chooses to outsource 
to (the outsource) needs to be carefully selected based on their competencies and 
experiences, mainly because there are so big differences between e-logistics and traditional 
logstics. But if the right outsource with the right competencies can be found to the right 
price then it might be a good start up alternative since it gives the company, or in this case 
the municipality, the chance to focus on the core competencies from the beginning. 
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6 Conclusions 
The purpose of the research was to; “from a project owner’s perspective, identify and 
describe the potential challenges of starting up a joint webshop in northern Sweden for 
several different local companies with different products and to develop a step-by-step guide 
for how the project owner should manage these challenges during the startup”. Therefore, 
this chapter will first present the identified challenges and give a short description of them, 
and then a step-by-step guide that has been developed based on these challenges and the 
proposals is presented. 

6.1 The Challenges 
Below, the identified challenges concerning each flow have been summarized in lists with 
short descriptions. 
 
Material flow 

 A joint warehouse will help getting better contracts of affreightment, but it seems 
very unlikely that the smaller businesses will agree to a joint warehouse, partly 
because they are afraid of the costs. One way to handle this challenge is to sit down 
with the companies involved and show them advantages and disadvantages and cost 
estimates. The geographical location of the potential joint warehouse can be 
determined through a market research that helps identify where their market would 
be. 

 The ABC-analysis should be used to help determine which of the businesses products 
should be sold on the webpage. At least some of the businesses produces handicrafts 
and might not have a fixed product range themselves, in which case the ABC-analysis 
won’t be very helpful. Changing the product range of the webshop too often will 
generate higher administrative costs which is not desirable. A solution could be to 
get these businesses to standardize at least a few products that can be sold on the 
webpage in order to keep the costs down. 

 Non-durables can cost a lot to distribute and there are a lot of laws and regulations 
to consider. It might be easier to handle non-durables for larger organizations with 
more resources and experience than a new start-up joint business. 

 Packaging can be tricky when there are a lot of different products that needs to 
packed together; some products might require special packaging due to frailness or 
other product characteristics. It might then be cheaper to divide one order into two 
shipments due to the packaging costs that might increase with, for example, frail 
products. The size of the package to be sent will affect the shipment costs and it 
would probably be easiest to use cardboard containers in different sizes 
predetermined by the transportation costs for the possible sizes and weights. The 
packaging can also be used in a commercial purpose and be uniform with perhaps an 
interesting fact about the municipality. The logos of the companies that are part of 
the webshop should also be on the packaging to market them. But, when sending a 
package it gets labeled with delivery and return to addresses and a barcode for 
tracking purposes, so it would be better to design the package so that the design 
does not get covered up by this label.  Uniform packaging might also be hard for 
products with special product characteristics which might, for example, require 
especially large packaging. It is important to let the companies be involved in the 
process of developing the packaging routines and establishing the packaging material 
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and sizes. However, both the cardboard containers and the packing material can be 
made of recycled and environmental friendly material both for good will and, 
obviously, for the nature. 

 One of the bigger challenges with exports can be to have the correct paperwork; 
dummy invoices, waybills, clearance etc. Another big challenge with exports is the 
cultural differences between the countries. The easiest thing to do is to do a 
thorough market research and based on that decide on a couple of countries to 
which the webshop will export to. Then collect information on what laws and 
regulations applies for these countries and establish clear export routines for these 
countries. The Swedish Export Council has information about exporting, which papers 
are needed and other information about what is worth considering when exporting. 

 The challenges with reverse logistics are mainly related to poor information sharing, 
unknowns, lack of experience and multiple product sources. These challenges should 
be fairly easy to overcome with planning, clear instructions, hiring the right people 
and/or education and standard routines for returns no matter which the original 
company is. 

 The main challenge with green logistics is the costs, since the companies interviewed 
said that they wanted as low costs as possible. Given the role the municipality will 
have in the supply chain, it will probably be easier to focus on working with green 
logistics on three and four. This means that they should focus on the distribution 
processes; timing, route planning, groupage freights, packaging etc.  

 
Information flow 

 One big challenge that concerns information is that it is not clear what the customers 
want and prioritizes. It is also not clear where the main market would be and which 
type of products that would sell best on this market. A deep and thorough market 
research is needed to collect all information that is needed to in order to be able to 
establish a business that might survive on the market.  

 Establishing a good information flow will demand a lot of resources. It involves 
collecting all the information needed for the webshop, establishing information 
sharing routines, setting up an IT-system etc. Once again the costs are the actual 
challenge and it is still important to be able to motivate the costs and to keep the 
costs down so that it will not be too expensive for the businesses. Important 
information-related factors that are needed are:  

o Website in local language  
o Detailed information about the product; measurements, materials, durability 

etc.  
o Number of items in stock visible before placing the order  
o All costs visible before placing the order  
o Delivery time visible before placing the order  
o Protecting personal data such as personal security number and e-mail 

addresses  
o Many different payment alternatives  
o Detailed order tracking  
o Good return policies  
o Multiple channels of communication (e-mail and phone), preferably in the 

local language  
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Service flow 

 The municipality being where it is geographically, in northern Sweden, increases the 
risk of increasing the delivery time with a day or two, which might be important to 
highlight on the webpage before the customer places the order. This challenge might 
be overcome by good contracts of affreightment, fast order and handling processes 
and careful planning. 

 The webshop should offer customer service through at least telephone and e-mail, if 
possible also chat, with clear processes established about who will do what and how 
to answer some of the more standard questions. Since the products will come from 
many different producers, the webshop might not be able to have a customer service 
that can help the customer with product specific questions. Therefore, they need to 
establish a system for how the customer will get help with the product specific 
questions as soon as possible. 

Partnership 

 The most important thing with partnership is to establish trust between all the 
companies involved. This will take a lot of time and can only be achieved through real 
openness and sharing all the risks and successes and creating a win-win situation. 
Confidentiality agreements is one thing that can help to start establish some level of 
trust, as well as other types of written agreements that specify everyone’s intentions, 
responsibilities and obligations. But do not let things get to formal, real trust cannot 
be gained only through signing a paper, teambuilding exercises might be good to help 
people get to know each other and build good relationships. It can also help to clearly 
define roles, which is why the municipality needs to clarify which role they will have; 
will they be an outsource who handles a webshop, a 3PeL or maybe a 5PeL? 

 Outsourcing could be an alternative to consider as long as the costs of outsourcing do 
not greatly exceed the costs of the other alternatives. Outsourcing gives the 
municipality time to focus only on setting up and marketing the webpage and might 
allow them to get operations running faster than if they were to handle the logistics 
themselves. The challenge with might be that it might be hard enough to establish a 
partnership between the companies and the municipality, this alternative would 
mean inviting in another completely new part in the partnership. However, this new 
part will at least have experience and knowledge that might help them gain some 
trust. 

6.2 Step-by-step 
The first thing to do is to perform a market research (Figure 5); not only for establishing 
market demands, but also to get an understanding of the market and how the different roles 
relate to each other. This information will be helpful in the decision about who will handle 
and store the products. The information will also help straighten out a lot of question marks 
later on regarding product range, estimated sales volumes etc. Then, when the picture is 
clearer, the partnership agreements can be established and signed. Then everyone together 
can decide on how to handle environmental policies; should there be common policies for all 
involved in all their companies or just in the parts involving the webshop? If they are going 
to handle their products themselves then can they at least agree to be apply environmental 
friendly processes, material and thinking in doing so? 
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Collect information is listed independently because it is actually part of every step; 
information should always be gathered and documented during all the steps. This will help a 
lot if any unpredictable challenges should arise. 
 
The next step would then be to decide the webshop’s product range. This will preferably be 
done using some sort of analysis, like the ABC-analysis, so that there are some support and 
thought behind the choice of product range. After that, there are three things that can be 
done; the market research and the choice of product range means that the choice of export 
countries can be made, also the choice of packaging. The choice of packaging includes both 
the physical packaging and the packaging processes. The customer service processes could 
have been started working on already after the market research, but it might be good to 
have the product range established in case there are any product specific requirements and 
such.  
 
When it is decided to which countries the webshop will export to, then the distribution 
channel can be chosen through negotiating contracts of affreightment, and keep in mind the 
demands on delivery service when doing this. It is not only to flow outwards that needs to be 
established, but also the flow for the returns and reclamations. The product range and 
packaging is important to keep in mind here, since it might affect the transportations. Then 
all that should be left is to implement an IT system and get going. 
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Figure 5. Step-by-step guide. 
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7 Proposals 
This chapter contains the proposals presented to the municipality. 

7.1 Proposal 1 – the companies handle their own products 
The first proposal is to let the companies handle their own products, if that is what they 
want. The municipality could arrange different educations about e-commerce and e-logistics 
that could help the companies create their own efficient and effective logistic flow. The 
municipality would still have to set up a customer service for the online shop, but the 
companies will probably have to handle their own customer service regarding their products. 
The municipality, in cooperation with the companies, should implement standard routines 
for how to handle transport bookings, returns and reclamations, customer service etc. so 
that it does not become complicated for the customer to shop. If there are different 
instructions per company, then it might get really confusing for the customer. Of course 
there might be different instructions regarding specific products, but that is related to the 
product’s specifically and not on the handling processes. The municipality should also try to 
negotiate a good contract of affreightment, although the deeper interviews showed that it 
can be hard if there are multiple pickup points. This could be avoided if the companies 
deliver their packages to a predetermined pickup point, but then there is the risk of the 
package being delayed one day if the company does not have time to deliver the packages to 
this pickup point in time. 
 
The benefit with this proposal is that the municipality would not have to invest the resources 
for establishing the logistical activities. The disadvantages is that if the sales goes up high, 
then some companies might not have the resources for handling such large volumes. Also, 
the customers might not appreciate their order being split up in one package per company, 
especially if they order a few products each from multiple companies. 

7.2 Proposal 2 – Outsourcing 
The second proposal is to outsource all logistical activities and order fulfillment to a third 
party. This, like the first proposal, frees up the municipality to focus on the marketing the 
website and other things. It would also mean that they would avoid the risk of investing 
large amounts of capital on a warehouse, personnel etc. Starting out with having the 
logistical activities outsourced does not mean that it will always have to be outsourced. It 
can be a good way to get the website up and running faster and in the meanwhile, if 
everything goes well, the municipality can take their time and build up a well-planned and 
thought out logistic solution of their own. 
 
One of the biggest benefits is that they could adapt faster to bigger shifts in product 
demands, they would not have to hire new personnel or expand their warehouse. To avoid 
the cons with outsourcing, they have to do a little research to find out which alternatives 
they have to outsource to and collect offers to compare from all possible outsources, so it is 
will demand some resources in the beginning. They would also still have to establish some 
processes together with the outsource; how they will deliver the products to the outsource 
and such. Outsourcing would also mean that they lose control over the logistical processes 
so they have to find an outsource whom they can trust will handle the logistics as if it where 
their own products. 
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7.3 Proposal 3 – the webshop handles the products 
The third proposal is to have the municipality handle the products. There are many ways of 
doing this, but in general it could be divided into three “categories”; assembly center, 
distribution center and logistic park. 
 
An assembly center would mean that when a customer places an order, then the companies 
send their respective products to the assembly center where the order is packed and 
shipped. Some products might be hard to pack with others depending on their specific 
product characteristics, so there might be a need for a different approach for these. Maybe 
these companies will have no choice but to handle their own products, simply because it is 
easier and cheaper that way. This alternative risks adding a day or two to the delivery time 
since the companies will have to pack and send their products to the assembly center who 
then repacks the entire order and then sends it to the customer. However, it would also 
mean that the customer would only have to receive one or maybe two packages instead of 
multiple packages. The market research should tell if the customers are prepared to order 
from the webshop if it means having to receive multiple packages. 
 
As mentioned earlier; a distribution center would focus mainly on warehousing and the 
actual distribution, 3Pel. This proposal gives more control over the logistical activities but 
that means that it is also more resource demanding and will require experienced personnel. 
This proposal means that the municipality will have to establish a warehouse for receiving 
and repacking the products and negotiate contracts of affreightment. They would also have 
to set up processes for handling returns, packaging, buy the packaging materials etc. 
 
One of their biggest challenges could be implementing an IT system that will automatize 
some of the processes related to order management and inventory levels. As mentioned in 
the interviews; automatizing the order process can save a lot of money in the long run and 
also minimizes the risk of human errors. 
 
The “all-in”-proposal is to establish a logistic park which will handle all logistical activities 
related to the website, 5PeL. This will be even more resource demanding than a distribution 
center but will give them complete control. Through this logistical park, the municipality 
would handle everything from getting the products from the producers and all the way to 
the consumer. 
 
The biggest differences between a logistic park (LP) and a distribution center (DC) will be 
that the logistic park should handle the customer service even to the end customers. A LP 
should also handle the transportation of the products from the producers to the warehouse. 
This could be handled through a “daily route” where a car drives a specific rout to every 
producer at the end of each day and collects all the items needed for each order from that 
day. Then the orders are packed and shipped the next day. This would minimize the 
warehouse levels but there would also be a risk of the producer not having the right items in 
stock. Another version would be to have certain warehouse levels for each product and then 
have a car drive around weekly, or every other week, and collect the items needed to fill up 
the warehouse. It all comes down to how long the producers lead times are. Other than that, 
the main differences from a DC are that the activities of starting up a LP will be more 
comprehensive than for the DC. 
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Either of the DC and the LP does not have to be exclusively for the webshop, it could also 
accept other customers to help increase the profitability. It is also possible to start out with a 
DC and later in the future, expand to a LP instead. 
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8 Discussion 
E-logistics is a relatively new concept that differs a lot from traditional logistics. Shopping 
online is a growing trend and it seems to be here to stay. Most of the research regarding e-
logistics is today mostly focused on non-durables, which also seems to be the most 
expensive and complicated type of products to distribute. Although that is an important 
area, it is also important to research how the e-logistics affects the environment, which was 
the area that where it was the hardest to find any information. There is a general need for 
more research related to e-commerce since there are still large gaps in knowledge. There is a 
lot of knowledge in these areas for traditional logistics, but not all of that is applicable on e-
logistics. 
 
There does not seem to be that big of an interest for researching e-logistics in general, or 
rather; there is an interest for reading research but not for participating in the research. 
Many companies declined to participate in the interviews in this research with “lack of time” 
as their reason. While that might have also been true, there were strong reasons to believe 
that their foremost reason for declining rather were competitiveness. All markets are fast 
changing today, especially the e-markets, which also increases the competitiveness of the 
companies which can hamper research on the area. 
 
The recommendations for further research would be to go deeper and examine more in 
detail the relationship between order fulfillment and customer value and also to identify the 
pitfalls in more of the areas of e-logistics. Research on the environmental effects of online 
shopping would also be interesting to read. 
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Appendix 1 – Interview questions 
 
Vad anser du är några av de större utmaningarna som kan dyka upp gällande: 

1. Export och transport (Ruttplanering, samfrakt) 

2. Export och transport av livsmedel 

3. Miljö 

4. Kulturer, kulturella skillnader 

5. Returer och reklamationer 

6. Kundservice 

Hur kan man hantera dessa utmaningar? 
 
Ser du några alternativa lösningar? Vilka och varför? 
 
Nämn, enligt dina erfarenheter, de tre största faktorerna som påverkar kundvärdet positivt? 
 
Nämn, enligt dina erfarenheter, de tre största faktorerna som påverkar kundvärdet negativt? 
 
Några andra områden, utmaningar eller liknande som du vill belysa? 
 


